Quick Reference Set Up Guide

The following flow diagrams and descriptions represent the logical sequence from set-up to start of use. The sequence separately identifies the steps that are to be performed within the sterile field vs the non-sterile field.

1. INSTALLATION OF GENERATOR
   - Position the OSCAR PRO™ Generator on a flat surface
   - Connect the generator to power supply
   - Position the Holder for water bag on the generator and attach a water bag

2. ASSEMBLY AND CONNECTION OF HANDSET, PROBE AND ACCESSORIES
   - Open the pump cover and insert the irrigation tube
   - Attach the irrigation tube to the fluid bag
   - Plug Handset Cable into relevant channel output
   - Couple Handset & Probe
   - Mount the Handset Handle
   - Clip the Irrigation kit to handset and the handset cable
   - Plug Handset Cable into Handset

3. FOOTSWITCHES
   - Connect Footswitches tube to relevant air socket
   - Position Irrigation and Ultrasound Footswitches

4. SYSTEM INITIALIZATION AND USE
   - Generator Power ON
   - Surgical Function Selection
   - Channel Selection via Handset
   - Probe Scan via Handset
   - Enable Footswitches
   - Operate: Ultrasound activation via Handset or US Footswitch
   - Irrigation Start | Stop via Water footswitch
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